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Free download Encyclopedic
dictionary of landscape and
urban planning (Download Only)
the meaning of landscape is a picture representing a view of natural
inland scenery how to use landscape in a sentence landscape definition 1
a large area of land especially in relation to its appearance 2 a view or
picture of the learn more landscape definition a section or expanse of
rural scenery usually extensive that can be seen from a single viewpoint
see examples of landscape used in a sentence the landscape is
everything you can see when you look across an area of land including
hills rivers buildings trees and plants landscape meaning 1 a picture that
shows a natural scene of land or the countryside 2 an area of land that
has a particular quality or appearance to landscape is to enhance a space
with plants if you landscape your yard with flowering plants and trees
and you have a green thumb you ll end up with a beautiful garden if you
paint nature scenes like mountains lakes or fields your art is called
landscape painting synonyms for landscape geography topography
terrain geomorphology scenery chorography land landform terrane
ground landscape definition an expanse of natural scenery considered in
terms of its visual effect the branch of painting photography etc dealing
with such pictures the political landscape of postwar britain the aspect of
the land characteristic of a particular region a bleak new england winter
landscape there are 14 meanings listed in oed s entry for the noun
landscape eight of which are labelled obsolete see meaning use for
definitions usage and quotation evidence landscape has developed
meanings and uses in subjects including the appearance of an area of
land especially in the countryside the cathedral dominates the landscape
for miles around definition of landscape from the cambridge learner s
dictionary cambridge university press landscape noun ˈlændskeɪp idioms
countable usually singular everything you can see when you look across
a large area of land especially in the country the woods and fields that
are typical features of the english landscape an urban landscape the
bleak barren rugged landscape of the area the mountains dominate the
landscape landscape meaning 1 a large area of land especially in relation
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to its appearance 2 a view or picture of the learn more landscape
everything that you can see when you look across a large area of land
especially in the country iowa s landscape is mostly flat and grassy
countryside land outside towns and cities with fields woods and farms
landscape meaning definition what is landscape an area of countryside or
land of a part learn more landscape something to improve the
appearance of an area of land by changing the design and planting trees
flowers etc landscaped gardens word origin questions about grammar
and vocabulary find the answers with practical english usage online your
indispensable guide to problems in english a section or area of natural
scenery that can be seen from a single viewpoint a picture depicting such
scenery an area of action or of activity arena scene the political
landscape v object to improve the appearance of an area of land by
planting trees shrubs grass or the like a landscape is the visible features
of an area of land its landforms and how they integrate with natural or
human made features often considered in terms of their aesthetic appeal
landscape meaning the appearance of an area of land especially in the
countryside learn more land scape lănd skāp n 1 an expanse of scenery
that can be seen in a single view a desert landscape 2 a picture depicting
an expanse of scenery 3 the branch of art dealing with the representation
of natural scenery 4 the aspect of the land characteristic of a particular
region a bleak new england winter landscape 5 landscape in american
english ˈlændˌskeɪp noun 1 a picture representing a section of natural
inland scenery as of prairie woodland mountains etc 2 the branch of
painting photography etc dealing with such pictures 3 an expanse of
natural scenery considered in terms of its visual effect
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landscape definition meaning merriam
webster May 21 2024
the meaning of landscape is a picture representing a view of natural
inland scenery how to use landscape in a sentence

landscape english meaning cambridge
dictionary Apr 20 2024
landscape definition 1 a large area of land especially in relation to its
appearance 2 a view or picture of the learn more

landscape definition meaning dictionary
com Mar 19 2024
landscape definition a section or expanse of rural scenery usually
extensive that can be seen from a single viewpoint see examples of
landscape used in a sentence

landscape definition and meaning collins
english dictionary Feb 18 2024
the landscape is everything you can see when you look across an area of
land including hills rivers buildings trees and plants

landscape definition meaning britannica
dictionary Jan 17 2024
landscape meaning 1 a picture that shows a natural scene of land or the
countryside 2 an area of land that has a particular quality or appearance
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landscape definition meaning synonyms
vocabulary com Dec 16 2023
to landscape is to enhance a space with plants if you landscape your yard
with flowering plants and trees and you have a green thumb you ll end
up with a beautiful garden if you paint nature scenes like mountains
lakes or fields your art is called landscape painting

landscape synonyms 11 similar words
merriam webster Nov 15 2023
synonyms for landscape geography topography terrain geomorphology
scenery chorography land landform terrane ground

landscape definition meaning
yourdictionary Oct 14 2023
landscape definition an expanse of natural scenery considered in terms
of its visual effect the branch of painting photography etc dealing with
such pictures the political landscape of postwar britain the aspect of the
land characteristic of a particular region a bleak new england winter
landscape

landscape n meanings etymology and more
oxford english Sep 13 2023
there are 14 meanings listed in oed s entry for the noun landscape eight
of which are labelled obsolete see meaning use for definitions usage and
quotation evidence landscape has developed meanings and uses in
subjects including

landscape meaning cambridge learner s
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dictionary Aug 12 2023
the appearance of an area of land especially in the countryside the
cathedral dominates the landscape for miles around definition of
landscape from the cambridge learner s dictionary cambridge university
press

landscape noun definition pictures
pronunciation and Jul 11 2023
landscape noun ˈlændskeɪp idioms countable usually singular everything
you can see when you look across a large area of land especially in the
country the woods and fields that are typical features of the english
landscape an urban landscape the bleak barren rugged landscape of the
area the mountains dominate the landscape

landscape definition in the cambridge
english dictionary Jun 10 2023
landscape meaning 1 a large area of land especially in relation to its
appearance 2 a view or picture of the learn more

landscape noun definition pictures
pronunciation and May 09 2023
landscape everything that you can see when you look across a large area
of land especially in the country iowa s landscape is mostly flat and
grassy countryside land outside towns and cities with fields woods and
farms

landscape meaning of landscape in
longman dictionary of Apr 08 2023
landscape meaning definition what is landscape an area of countryside or
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land of a part learn more

landscape verb definition pictures
pronunciation and Mar 07 2023
landscape something to improve the appearance of an area of land by
changing the design and planting trees flowers etc landscaped gardens
word origin questions about grammar and vocabulary find the answers
with practical english usage online your indispensable guide to problems
in english

landscape wordreference com dictionary of
english Feb 06 2023
a section or area of natural scenery that can be seen from a single
viewpoint a picture depicting such scenery an area of action or of activity
arena scene the political landscape v object to improve the appearance
of an area of land by planting trees shrubs grass or the like

landscape wikipedia Jan 05 2023
a landscape is the visible features of an area of land its landforms and
how they integrate with natural or human made features often
considered in terms of their aesthetic appeal

landscape definition in the cambridge
learner s dictionary Dec 04 2022
landscape meaning the appearance of an area of land especially in the
countryside learn more

landscape definition of landscape by the
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free dictionary Nov 03 2022
land scape lănd skāp n 1 an expanse of scenery that can be seen in a
single view a desert landscape 2 a picture depicting an expanse of
scenery 3 the branch of art dealing with the representation of natural
scenery 4 the aspect of the land characteristic of a particular region a
bleak new england winter landscape 5

landscape definition in american english
collins english Oct 02 2022
landscape in american english ˈlændˌskeɪp noun 1 a picture representing
a section of natural inland scenery as of prairie woodland mountains etc
2 the branch of painting photography etc dealing with such pictures 3 an
expanse of natural scenery considered in terms of its visual effect
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